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The story so far…
For over a year, the tyrant known as
Rancor has been moving slowly down
the Spaceways in his massive traveling
home world, hijacking, killing, and
invading member planets all in an attempt
to force the galaxy into submission. Only the Alliance Security
Fleet stands in his way, but even they are no match for the
Ranconians’ might. All hope seemed lost, until a mysterious
stranger named Sam emerged seemingly from nowhere. Having
no memory but possessing amazing powers, Sam is swept up into
the ranks of the ASF. Could he be the key to the Galaxy’s
salvation?
In Our Last Issue...
The ceremony to unveil a new class of warship was supposed to
signal hope for the planet Mandit in the fight against Rancor, but
celebration turned to disaster when the event was surpriseattacked by a rogue band of ocean-dwelling mercenaries.
Weakened by a powerful poison, the ASF troops in attendance
were quickly overwhelmed. Thanks to some timely medical
assistance from Dr. Winston Regal, and some incredible heroics
by Sam, the tide of battle
turned. The attack ended
when Kodiac sensed and
silenced the telepathic
Ninter that held the mercs in
thrall. The destruction
halted, it was discovered
that the attack was only one
half of a two-headed
ranconian plot: crippling the
ASF fleet, and the abduction
of Brontium Power. Now in
the clutches of Rancor, what
will become of Bronto?

The Alcazar…

…On the far side of
the Manditian sun.

Get your filthy
claws offa
me you dag
dirty...

OOF!

Purple, huh?
WOUldn’t be my
first choice, but hey,
your evil lair.

Your wit will
not save you, lizard.
But your tongue may
yet allow you to live
to see your planet’s
demise, if it tells
me what I want
to know.

The natural order of the
universe has been thrown into
chaos…

Not a chance, shiny!
I’ll never give up
the ASF’s defenses!

Your pathetic
ASF does not
concern me.

…and my
once clear
path is now
clouded.

uh… ok?
So what do you
need me for?

Tell me about
the one called

SAM.

Chapter V
“Retaliation”

Goldenrod Hospital

Hours after the Spaceport attack

Some savior I
turned out to be.

SAM!

Skip, hey.

How’re you
holdin’ up?

You did good
out there, saved a
lot of lives.

I’m not really
sure that I am.

Would’ve been
a lot worse if you
weren’t around.

Not good enough…
Dr. Regal might not
wake up. Feefee’s a wreck,
and Bronto- I just hope they
can get him back safe.
Not likely.

What?!

Why not?

Look, telling you this goes
against security regs, but…
The Admiral has called a meeting
to discuss the situation, and he’s
talking like there’s nothing we
can do to help Bronto.

They’re gonna
leave him to the
Ranconians.

NO! We can’t let this
happen! THERE HAS TO
BE A WAY!

What?! They can’t just
Abandon him like that!

It doesn’t make
tactical sense to risk
a rescue mission into the
heart of the enemy’s lair
for one man. The chance
of success is
slim to none.

What, me?
How can I-

There is a
way, and we
both know
what that
way is.

Oh come on, Sam.
We’ve all seen what you can do.
These powers you have, If anyone
can bring Bronto back, it’s you.

Even with
these powers,
I can’t fight
a whole
army.
Listen, Bronto is my
friend too… my only friend.
As much as I wish I could,
I can’t fight to get him back.
But you can.
you might be the
only one who can.

Where’s this
meeting?

You have to
try to change
the Admiral’s
mind.

Somewhere in Manditian space...

Commander, I’ve detected
a disabled freighter adrift
twenty clicks away.

Ripe for the
picking, eh?

Any escort?
None.
Life forms?

Set an
intercept course,
and prepare
to board.

Unclear. But It’s
sending out distress
calls in all directions

What do you think
they’re hauling?

Maybe some
Grog, eh? We
deserve a little
drink for all this
boring recon
work.

“knock, Knock”
heh,heh.

Give me
some light.

Are you deaf?
I said give me
some...

Go ahead.
Make a move.

Yup.

Do you think
you have won?

Your weapons
are no match for
my armor.

I will

destroy

Is that so?

Give it your
best shot.

you.

Did I mention we put
an Energy Snare* on
your fancy armor?

*VISIT FOONGATZ.COM FOR more INFO!

Lock’em in
the cargo hold,
bash the controls
and set this
heap adrift.

letters@foongatz.com • P.O. Box 559, Maynard, MA 01754
Welcome to the first edition of Poodle
Posts! We always wanted to have our
own letters page, and thanks to our
fantastic readers, we have one!
Keep those letters coming!
Hey Guys, great job!!
I was really impressed. The artwork was
great and the story left me wanting to know
what happens next! I’ll have to read it again
before the next one comes out so I can remember all those characters The story
between Ronda and Bronto is my favorite
so far (and of course, Sam). I really enjoyed
the back page where you explained how it
all got started. (it had me laughing )
Kristin
Dear Kristin, Thanks so much for writing
in. The Bronto & Ronda story is one of
our favorite parts to write. We hope you
stick around to see their relationship
blossom because those two are in for a
real rollercoaster.

I brought your book at the Pittsburgh Comic Convention to share with my students at
KinderCare Learning Center. And I must
say they love it. I got the coloring book and
cards and they really enjoyed them. I even
got hooked on the story. I want to start a
subscription for myself and my students.
All of the students who read the book, boys
and girls, really like it and I told them I would
pass on their enjoyment. So keep up the
good work and we can’t wait for the next
issue.
Your New Fans,
Troy and Klubmates
KinderCare Learning Center
Dear Troy and Klubmates, We couldn’t
be more pleased that we are reaching the younger audience. One of our
goals is to bring comics back to kids.
So many of today’s comics have such
mature themes, we think the comics
world could use a few more all-ages
super-poodle stories.

First off let me say I’m more a story guy than
art. So a lot of my critique will come from a
writer’s standpoint than art. If a story keeps
me in it, I can do without pictures.
Of course, comics are a visual medium so
it all has to come together to tell the story.
The Good:
- Overall plotline: I’m hooked. I want to
know more about how the ASF works. The
“prologue” with the Ranconian war was a
great way to start it. I want to know what
happens to SAM, I want to learn about all
of the cast. Overall very good storytelling.
-Dialogue: The dialogue comes off perfect for all the characters. As stated before
some of the best dialogue is in Chachi’s
Bar. Especially the meat-eater/plant eater
plot point. It makes the comic a little more
upbeat and allows us to start to get to know
the characters a little more.
-Art: The art has me harkening back to the
days when I was reading black and white
TMNT comics by Eastman and Laird. It
works like Justice League Unlimited and the
other animated series for work for the DCU.
It’s uniform throughout the book and you
get a sense of style.
The Bad (well not so bad just the constructive part):
-SAM: Not enough about Sam in this book.
This may not be a bad thing since I have
yet to read the next issues and I understand
that the story has to be told in chapters.
When I read “The story so far...” I expected
the story to start more focused and then the
world would be expanded as more characters came into focus. I was hoping for a story about Sam. Him being found and working outwards from there. He is going to be
the huge central character for the book, I
can sense that much. I just wanted more of
him up front I guess.
-Digital Backgrounds:
The computer
graphics for the city, while they hold there
own, distracted me from the characters in
the panel. Now remember, I’m a story guy,
so take any artistic critique with a grain of
salt. Maybe I’m just wierd like that, but the
contrast between the art and the digital city
just seemed a little off to me.
The Ugly:
There is no ugly, I just dig that movie.

Overall, I was entertained. I want the next
book. If you produce something and people want to come back for more then you’ve
done your job. You guys (and gals) have me
wanting more.
Bring on Sam!
Mike
Dear Mike, Wow, you really got into it......
we really like the constructive criticism
that only a true fan could give. We’re
new at this whole comic book thing,
and we need feedback like yours to let
us know what we can do better! We
feel like we’re getting better with every
issue, and we even went back and remastered our first issue to make it look
like it belongs with these latest issues!
We hope we can live up to your expectations in our future issues and look forward to hearing from you again.

Well I wanted to write to you to tell you how
much I have loved the first four issues of
SAM. I saw your booth at the Pittsburgh
Comicon and walked by it several times
before stopping. Enjoying indy comics I
decided to give your title a shot and man
am I ever glad that I did!!! I love the whole
concept of the story!! I could tell that you
guys have taken your time on this and really
have thought things out. In the story you are
telling and your marketing. I picked up the
doggie bag of SAM and really enjoyed the
collecting cards that went along with the
books. I gave my three and a half year old
niece the coloring book and she has loved
it! She keeps asking who all the characters
are and I have been obliged to tell her. Just
wanted to let you know you have two new
fans! Now when will the rest of the story be
coming out? I hope it won’t be a long wait!
Anyways again congratulations on a great
book and I will continue to check in and see
how things are going!
Sincerely Bob
Dear Bob, We’re so pleased you and
your niece are enjoying SAM. The rest
of the story is coming, we promise!
(we’re just a little slow).

